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ABSTRACT

Autosomal dominant polycystic kidney disease (ADPKD) often results in ESRD but with a highly variable

course. Mutations to PKD1 or PKD2 cause ADPKD; both loci have high levels of allelic heterogeneity. We

evaluated genotype-phenotype correlations in 1119 patients (945 families) from the HALT Progression of

PKD Study and the Consortium of Radiologic Imaging Study of PKD Study. The population was defined as:

77.7% PKD1, 14.7% PKD2, and 7.6% with no mutation detected (NMD). Phenotypic end points were sex,

eGFR, height–adjusted total kidney volume (htTKV), and liver cyst volume. Analysis of the eGFR and

htTKV measures showed that the PKD1 group had more severe disease than the PKD2 group, whereas

theNMDgroup had a PKD2-like phenotype. In both the PKD1 and PKD2 populations, men hadmore severe

renal disease, but women had larger liver cyst volumes. Compared with nontruncating PKD1 mutations,

truncating PKD1mutations associatedwith lower eGFR, but themutation groupswere not differentiated by

htTKV.PKD1nontruncatingmutationswereevaluated for conservationandchemical changeandsubdivided

into strong (mutation strength group 2 [MSG2]) and weak (MSG3) mutation groups. Analysis of eGFR and

htTKV measures showed that patients with MSG3 but not MSG2 mutations had significantly milder disease

than patients with truncating cases (MSG1), an association especially evident in extreme decile populations.

Overall, we have quantified the contribution of genic and PKD1 allelic effects and sex to the ADPKD phenotype.

Intrafamilial correlation analysis showed that other factors shared by families influence htTKV, with these addi-

tional genetic/environmental factors significantly affecting the ADPKD phenotype.
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Autosomal dominant polycystic kidney disease (ADPKD) is a

common (frequency 1:400–1:1000) inherited disorder charac-

terized by progressive development of kidney cysts, often result-

ing in ESRD.1 ADPKD is genetically heterogeneous, with PKD1

and PKD2 accounting for approximately 77% and approxi-

mately 13% of patients, respectively, with no mutation detected

(NMD) in approximately 8%–10%.2–4 Despite the monogenic

nature of the disease, the severity of the renal phenotype and the

occurrence of clinically significant extrarenal manifestations,

including polycystic liver disease, are highly variable. Studies of

ADPKD populations have shown that the causative gene strongly

influences the phenotype, with ESRD occurring, on average, ap-

proximately 20 years earlier in PKD1 than PKD2 (approximately

55–58 versus approximately 74–80 years old)5,6 andmagnetic res-

onance imaging–determined total kidney volume (TKV) approx-

imately 40% larger in PKD1 than PKD2.7,8

A high level of allelic heterogeneity is found in both PKD1 and

PKD2 (1272 and 202 different described pathogenic mutations,

Table 1. Clinical and genetic characteristics of the studied populations

Variables
Study Populationsa

Total htTKV eGFR Only P Valueb

Total patients (%) 1141 (100)

Total families (%) 964 (100)

Excluded study patients (%) 22 (2.0)

Excluded study families (%) 19 (2.0)

Included study patients (%) 1119 (98) 663 456

Sex (%) 0.28

Men 540 (48.3) 311 (46.9) 229 (50.2)

Women 579 (51.7) 352 (53.1) 227 (49.8)

Included study families (%) 945 (98) 581 364

Mean age, yr (SD) 40.7610.8 35.368.7 48.568.6 ,0.0001

Median eGFRc (quartile 1, quartile 3) 73.4 (52.1, 95.8) 91.6 (76.6, 105.5) 48.4 (38.9, 58.6) ,0.0001

Median htTKV (quartile 1, quartile 3) 567.8 (387.6, 827.4) 567.8 (387.6, 827.4) NA

Hypertension (%) 1051 (93.9) 595 (89.7) 456 (100) ,0.0001

Mean age of onset of hypertension, yr (SD)d 32.8610.0 30.168.9 36.3610.3 ,0.0001

CKD stage (%) ,0.0001

Stage 1 357 (31.9) 350 (52.8) 7 (1.5)

Stage 2 388 (34.7) 295 (44.5) 93 (20.4)

Stage 3 353 (31.5) 18 (2.7) 335 (73.5)

Stage 4 21 (1.9) 0 (0.0) 21 (4.6)

Patients in the genic groups: PKD1, PKD2, and NMD (%) 0.12

Patients with NMD 85 (7.6) 58 (8.7) 27 (5.9)

Families with NMD 79 (8.4) 55 (9.5) 24 (6.6)

Patients with PKD2 (%) 165 (14.7) 103 (15.5) 62 (13.6)

Men (%) 86 (52.1) 50 (48.5) 36 (58.1)

Women (%) 79 (47.9) 53 (51.5) 26 (41.9)

Families with PKD2 (%) 135 (14.3) 90 (15.5) 45 (12.4)

Total patients with PKD1 (%) 869 (77.7) 502 (75.7) 367 (80.5)

Men (%) 415 (47.8) 236 (47.0) 179 (48.8)

Women (%) 454 (52.2) 266 (53.0) 188 (51.2)

Total families with PKD1 (%) 731 (77.4) 436 (75.0) 295 (81.0)

Total patients with PKD1, mutation type (%) 0.04

Frameshift, D/I 282 (32.5) 159 (31.7) 123 (33.5)

Splice 96 (11.0) 48 (9.6) 48 (13.1)

Nonsense 214 (24.6) 124 (24.7) 90 (24.5)

Missense 223 (25.7) 130 (25.9) 93 (25.3)

In-frame, D/I 54 (6.2) 41 (8.2) 13 (3.5)

Patients with PKD1, MSG (%) 0.65

PKD1 truncating, MSG1 575 (66.3) 329 (65.7) 246 (67.2)

PKD1 nontruncating, MSG2 172 (19.8) 98 (19.6) 74 (20.2)

PKD1 nontruncating, MSG3 120 (13.8) 74 (14.8) 46 (12.6)

NA, not available; D/I, deletion or insertion.
aTotal population studied for eGFR analysis and htTKV population studied for htTKV.
bhtTKV versus eGFR-only populations.
ceGFR calculated from serum creatinine measurements using the CKD-EPI equation and expressed as milliliters per minute per 1.73 m2.
dOnly patients who were hypertensive were included.
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Figure 1. Menhavemore severe renal disease inADPKD.Comparisonofmenandwomen in termsof (A,C, andE) renal functionmeasuredbyeGFR
and (B andD) renal structure (htTKV; plotted on a natural log scale [loge]) for the (A andB) total, (C andD) PKD1, and (E) PKD2populations. Population
numbers are indicated in Table 1, and details of the eGFR and htTKV differences and significance are shown in Table 2. Parallel regression lines are
plotted for each variable in each comparison, and the data are corrected for age, gene, and mutation type, with the P value indicated.
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respectively).9Despite this complexity, genotype-phenotype stud-

ies have found differences in renal outcomes associatedwithPKD1

mutation type or position. Previously, the position of the muta-

tion in PKD1 was modestly associated with the severity of renal

disease and the occurrence of intracranial aneurysms, with 59 mu-

tations causing more severe disease.10,11 A more recent, larger

study found that truncating PKD1 mutations were associated

with more severe renal disease than nontruncating changes

(ESRD at 55.6 versus 67.9 years old).6 This indicates that a signif-

icant proportion of nontruncating mutations are incompletely

penetrant (hypomorphic). Studies of atypical ADPKD patients ho-

mozygous (or compound heterozygous) for PKD1missense muta-

tions or patients with early-onset ADPKD with a truncating and

likely hypomorphic allele (or two hypomorphic alleles) in trans also

indicate the presence of hypomorphic PKD1 alleles.12–15

Large ADPKD populations with mainly typical renal pheno-

types and a wealth of clinical, imaging, and genetic data are now

available from observational and clinical trials that can facilitate

genotype-phenotype studies. Here, we describe genotype-pheno-

type and sex studies of patientswithoutESRD from theHALTPKD

Clinical Trial and the Consortium of Radiologic Imaging Study of

Polycystic Kidney Disease (CRISP) Observational Study, with a

focus on the significance of PKD1 allelic effects.16–20

RESULTS

The ADPKD Populations

The study populations consisted of the HALT PKD Trial and

the CRISP Study participants with available DNA samples,

which were mutation screened for the coding regions of PKD1

and PKD2 (Concise Methods). Nineteen families with

Table 2. Significance of sex and genotypes to the eGFR and htTKV phenotypes and ICC analysis: Kidney disease

Variable and

Population

eGFRa Difference

(P Value)

htTKV Difference,

% (P Value)
Figure

ICC eGFR

(P Value)

ICC htTKV

(P Value)

Sex: Womenb

Total study +4.34 (0.0002)c 222.1 (,0.0001)c Figure 1, A and B 0.12 (0.06) 0.46 (,0.001)c

PKD1 +3.48 (0.009)c 219.7 (,0.0001)c Figure 1, C and D 0.13 (0.07) 0.40 (,0.001)c

PKD2 +8.47 (0.002)c 219.7 (0.07) Figure 1E, Supplemental Figure 1 0.09 (0.32) 0.63 (0.01)c

Gene

Total study Figure 2, A and B 0.12 (0.06) 0.46 (,0.001)c

PKD2d +13.49 (,0.0001)c 234.3 (,0.0001)c

NMDd +9.42 (,0.0001)c 230.9 (,0.0001)c

Mutation position: 39 halfe

PKD1 22.18 (0.11) +7.8 (0.06) Supplemental Figure 2, A and B 0.13 (0.07) 0.39 (,0.001)c

PKD2 22.05 (0.45) 215.2 (0.12) Supplemental Figure 2, C and D 0.07 (0.34) 0.62 (0.02)c

Mutation type: PKD1 Figure 3, A and B 0.12 (0.09) 0.46 (,0.001)c

Splicef 21.06 (0.65) +1.0 (0.94)

Nonsensef +0.45 (0.46) 23.9 (0.46)

Missensef +6.16 (0.0004)c 210.4 (0.06)

In frame D/If +5.63 (0.05) +6.2 (0.46)

Mutation effect: Nontruncatingg

PKD1 +5.09 (0.0003)c 25.8 (0.16) Figure 3, C and D 0.13 (0.07) 0.40 (,0.001)c

PKD2 +3.34 (0.34) 210.4 (0.35) Supplemental Figure 3 0.09 (0.31) 0.63 (0.01)c

Mutation group: PKD1 Figure 4, A and B 0.14 (0.06) 0.39 (,0.001)c

MSG2h +2.90 (0.09) +3.2 (0.71)

MSG3h +7.80 (,0.0001)c 217.3 (0.003)c

D/I, deletion or insertion.
aIn milliliters per minute per 1.73 m2 calculated using the CKD-EPI equation.
bVersus men.
cSignificant.
dVersus PKD1.
eVersus 59 half.
fVersus frameshifting.
gVersus truncating.
hVersus MSG1.

Table 3. Significance of sex and genotypes to the htLCV
phenotype and ICC analysis: Liver disease

Variable and

Population

htLCV

Difference,

% (P Value)

Figure
ICC htLCV

(P Value)

Gene

Total study Figure 5A 0.57 (0.002)a

PKD2b 241.1 (0.05)

NMDb
256.4 (0.05)

Sex: Womenc

Total study +53.7 (0.0002)a

PKD1 +63.5 (,0.001)a Figure 5B 0.51 (0.01)a

PKD2 +20.5 (0.66) Supplemental Figure 4
aSignificant.
bVersus PKD1.
cVersus men.
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complex genotypes were excluded from the study (Concise

Methods and Table 1). Table 1 shows the genetic and clinical

details of the total study population used for the eGFR analyses

and the height–adjusted total kidney volume (htTKV) popu-

lation. Details of the eGFR-only group (the total population

consists of the htTKV plus eGFR-only populations) are also

shown. Comparison of the independent htTKV and eGFR

populations showed that the htTKV population was younger

with preserved renal function, whereas both groups had high

levels of patients who were hypertensive on the basis of the

Figure 2. The mutated gene strongly influences the renal phenotype in ADPKD. The PKD1, PKD2, and NMD genic groups are
compared in terms of (A) eGFR and (B) htTKV natural log scale (loge), with overall P values indicated. Population numbers and details of
the eGFR and htTKV differences and the individual significances are shown in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. (C) Residual analysis shows
the relationship between the eGFR and htTKV measurements in the genic populations, with the corresponding number (percentage) of
each population in each of the four quadrants (i–iv) shown in D. The zero point on the x and y axes is where the average age– and sex–
corrected residual is equal to zero (no difference between the observed and predicted outcomes).
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inclusion criteria for the HALT PKD Trial and the CRISP

Study16,18 (Table 1). Importantly, the proportions of patients

in the key genic and allelic groups (apart from marginally for

mutation type) were not different between the two populations.

Sex, genic, and allelic groups were analyzed for differences in phe-

notype measured by eGFR and htTKV. Both measures of renal

disease were corrected for age in all analyses, sex for the genic and

allelic analyses, and genotype for the sex analyses.

Sex Effects on the ADPKD Phenotype
Regression analysis in the total (eGFR) andhtTKVpopulations

(Table 1) showed significantlymore severe disease inmen than

women exemplified by lower eGFR and larger htTKV (Figure

1, A and B, Table 2). The same sex difference held true for the

PKD1 populationwith eGFR and htTKVand PKD2 assayed by

eGFR (Figure 1, C–E, Table 2). However, no sex difference was

seen for htTKV in PKD2 (Supplemental Figure 1, Table 2).

Genic Effects on the ADPKD Phenotype

Regression analysis of eGFR for the PKD1, PKD2, and NMD

groups indicated lower values for PKD1 compared with PKD2,

whereas the NMD group was more similar to PKD2 than PKD1

(Figure 2A, Table 2). Comparison of the PKD1, PKD2, andNMD

groups with htTKV showed smaller kidneys in the PKD2 group

compared with those in the PKD1 group, again with the NMD

group closely matching the PKD2 cohort (Figure 2B, Table 2).

To illustrate the strong relationship between eGFR and

htTKV in the PKD1, PKD2, and NMD groups, age- and sex-

corrected residuals for each outcome were calculated and

plotted for each patient (Figure 2C). The age- and sex-corrected

residual is the difference between the observed and predicted

values of the outcome from the regression model. Dividing

the data into quadrants showed a significant difference in

the distribution of genotypes. A strong enrichment for pa-

tients with PKD2 and NMD was seen in the mild quadrant

(quadrant i) for each phenotypic measure, whereas there was

a strong enrichment for patients with PKD1 in the severe end

point quadrant (quadrant iv) (Figure 2D). Additional analy-

sis was performed of quadrant iii, which represented patients

with lower than average eGFR (although not severe renal insuffi-

ciency) (Table 1) but smaller than average–sized kidneys (Supple-

mental Table 1). These patients were not different in age, age at

onset of hypertension, or proportion of atypical kidneys (as de-

fined by Irazabal et al.21) compared with those in the other quad-

rants, althoughpredictably, therewere fewer patients in the typical,

rapidly progressive subclasses.21 Patients with PKD2 were more

common, but this was not significant.

To further understand the significance of genic effects on

extreme phenotypes, we analyzed the most and least severe

decile groups of the age- and sex-corrected eGFR and htTKV

data and saw very significant differences in the abundance of

the different genic groups (Table 4, genic). Both the eGFR and

htTKV data showed a near monopoly of PKD1 in the severe

decile, with a relative enrichment for both the PKD2 and

NMD populations in the mildest groups.

Allelic Effects: Mutation Position in PKD1 and PKD2
Comparison of eGFR and htTKV in the PKD1 groups on the

basis of mutation position along the transcript separated at the

midway point in thePKD1coding region (codon2151) showed

no difference with either end point (Supplemental Figure 2, A

and B, Table 2). Similar analysis of the PKD2 population sep-

arated at the proteinmidpoint showed no difference in disease

severity (Supplemental Figure 2, C and D, Table 2).

Allelic Effects: Mutation Type in PKD1 and PKD2

For the initial analysis of mutation groups in PKD1, five broad

categories of mutation type were analyzed: frameshifting de-

letions or insertions (indels), nonsense, splicing, missense,

and in-frame indels. Comparing mutation type with eGFR,

the five mutation types clustered as two groups: frameshifting,

nonsense, and splicing in one group and missense and in-

frame in the other (Figure 3A, Table 2). Given the evidence

from the individual PKD1 mutation types, we classified the

five subgroups into truncating and nontruncating (Concise

Methods has details of these populations) and found that

truncating mutations were associated with a lower eGFR (Fig-

ure 3C, Table 2). Similar comparisons of the five mutation

groups to htTKV (in the smaller and milder population) (Ta-

ble 1) showed that, although there was a trend for missense

mutations to have smaller kidneys, there was no significant

Table 4. Analysis of the extreme deciles (10% and 90%) for
the genic and PKD1 allelic variables

Phenotype and

Gene

Most

Severe 10%

Least

Severe 10%
P Value

Genic

eGFR (%) ,0.0001

PKD1 106 (95.5) 61 (55.0)

PKD2 2 (1.8) 37 (33.3)

NMD 3 (2.7) 13 (11.7)

htTKV (%) ,0.0001

PKD1 58 (87.8) 24 (36.4)

PKD2 4 (6.1) 23 (34.8)

NMD 4 (6.1) 19 (28.8)

PKD1 allelic effect

eGFR (%) ,0.0001

Truncating 67 (77.0) 41 (47.1)

Nontruncating 20 (23.0) 46 (52.9)

htTKV (%) 0.05

Truncating 36 (72.0) 27 (52.9)

Nontruncating 14 (28.0) 24 (47.1)

PKD1 mutation strength

eGFR (%) 0.0002

Truncating: MSG1 67 (77.0) 41 (47.1)

Nontruncating: MSG2 11 (12.7) 21 (24.2)

Nontruncating: MSG3 9 (10.3) 25 (28.7)

htTKV (%) 0.005

Truncating: MSG1 36 (72.0) 27 (52.9)

Nontruncating: MSG2 11 (22.0) 8 (15.7)

Nontruncating: MSG3 3 (6.0) 16 (31.4)
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difference between the groups (Figure 3B, Table 2). Likewise,

when truncating and nontruncating mutations were com-

pared by htTKV, the nontruncating population tended to

have smaller kidneys, but this also did not reach significance

(Figure 3D, Table 2).

We previously differentiated nontruncating mutations

into highly likely pathogenic and likely pathogenic on the

basis of a scoring algorithm including a substitution score—

conservation of the substituted residue in orthologs (Grantham

Variation [GV]) andparalogs/defineddomains and the chemical

difference of the substitution (Grantham Difference)—and a

contextual score.3,12–14 Here, we have used a modified substitu-

tion score (details are in Concise Methods and Supplemental

Table 2) to define PKD1 mutation strength groups (MSGs):

strongly predicted nontruncating mutations [MSG2] and

weakly predicted nontruncating mutations [MSG3], plus

Figure 3. Truncating PKD1 mutations are associated with worse renal function than nontruncating mutations. Mutations are divided
into five different types—frameshifting indels, splicing, nonsense, missense, and in-frame indels (D/I)—and compared with (A) eGFR
and (B) htTKV natural log scale (loge), with overall P values indicated. Comparison of mutations predicted to truncate or nontruncate the
protein with (C) eGFR and (D) htTKV (loge). Population numbers and details of the eGFR and htTKV differences and the significance are
shown in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.
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truncating mutations [MSG1]. Comparison of the MSG1

population with the other MSGs using eGFR showed that

the MSG3 group was associated with significantly milder dis-

ease, whereas MSG2 was not (Figure 4A, Table 2). Compari-

son of the MSGs by htTKV again showed that, although the

MSG2 population was not different from MSG1, MSG3 had

significantly smaller kidneys (Figure 4B, Table 2). Residual

eGFR and htTKV analysis showed a significant difference of

the MSGs in the quadrants (Figure 4, C and D), with enrich-

ment of patients with MSG3 in the mild eGFR and htTKV

quadrant i compared with the corresponding severe quadrant

iv, whereas patients withMSG2 were more evenly distributed.

Figure 4. Strongly predicted nontruncating PKD1 mutations are associated with more severe disease than weak nontruncating mu-
tations. PKD1 mutations are divided into three groups—truncating (MSG1), strongly predicted nontruncating (MSG2), and weakly
predicted nontruncating (MSG3) (Supplemental Table 2)—and assayed for (A) eGFR and (B) htTKV natural log scale (loge), with overall
P values shown. Population numbers and details of the eGFR and htTKV differences and the significance are shown in Tables 1 and 2,
respectively. (C) A plot of the residual analysis for the two phenotypic variables and (D) the frequency of each MSG in each quadrant
show a significantly different distribution for the MSG3 group.
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Analysis of the extreme eGFR and htTKV deciles showed that

nontruncating mutations were under-represented in the se-

vere groups (Table 4, PKD1 allelic effect) and that the level of

patients with MSG3 was much higher in the mildest deciles

(Table 4, PKD1 mutation strength).

Analysis of individualmutation types (data not shown) and

truncating and nontruncating mutations in PKD2 did not

show a difference when compared by eGFR or htTKV

(Supplemental Figure 3, Table 2). This is not surprising given

the small size of the PKD2 population and the low number of

nontruncating mutations.

Genic, Allelic, and Sex Effects on Liver Cyst Volumes

Comparison of height–adjusted liver cyst volume (htLCV) in

the three genic groups showed an overall difference with mar-

ginal significance, with both patients with PKD2 and patients

with NMD having less liver cyst burden than patients with

PKD1 (Figure 5A, Table 3). Neither PKD1 mutation type

(P=0.97) nor the MSG (P=0.70) was associated with htLCV

(data not shown). However, sex significantly influenced

htLCV, with women having larger volumes, a difference that

was significant for PKD1 but not PKD2 (Figure 5A, Supple-

mental Figure 4, Table 3).

Analyses of Interfamilial Variability

For each of the models mentioned above, we reanalyzed them

after accounting for possible interfamilial variability. We used

linear mixed models with random effects for family identifi-

cation and calculated intrafamilial correlation coefficients

(ICCs) (Tables 2 and 3). Although most patients in the study

were single-study participants within a family, 143 families

had two or more individuals in the study, consisting of a total

of 317 patients (details are in Concise Methods). Interestingly,

no significant ICC values were found for the eGFR end point,

but the htTKV and htLCV values were highly significant

(Tables 2 and 3). For htTKV and htLCV, this indicates that,

after accounting for the effects of age, sex, and genic and allelic

predictors, there is substantially less variability within families

than between them.

DISCUSSION

ADPKD prognostic information can identify a more severe

population that requires closer clinical monitoring, is suitable

for clinical trials, and would benefit most from the treatments

that are now becoming available. TKV has proved a good early

disease predictor, but eGFR has been considered of little value

until the last 10–15 years before ESRD because of compensa-

tory mechanisms in the kidney at early disease stages.22 Ge-

netic information (potentially available at an early age) has

prognostic potential. The gene mutated has been known to

have strong prognostic value for .20 years, but the value of

allelic information is only now being realized, and up to now,

it was only correlated with age at ESRD.5,6,23,24Data presented

here show the value of genic and PKD1 allelic data by corre-

lating with early measures of disease severity. In addition, the

value of predictive estimates of disease penetrance of PKD1

nontruncating mutations is shown to compartmentalize the

population.

Figure 5. Women and marginally PKD1 gene type are associated with larger liver cyst volumes. (A) htLCV plotted natural log scale (loge)
against age with the genic groups identified. (B) Analysis of sex shows that women have larger liver cyst volumes in the PKD1 pop-
ulation. Population numbers and details of the eGFR and htTKV differences and the significance are shown in Tables 1 and 3, re-
spectively, with overall P values shown.
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The total study population (eGFR analysis) was collected

from three different populations with different selection

criteria,16,18 representing most patients with ADPKD from

late teens to .60 years old, whereas the htTKV population

consists of younger patients with preserved renal function;

genetically, the groups were indistinguishable for the key ge-

netic end points. However, the selection criteria for the HALT

PKD Study A and the CRISP Study for younger patients with

normal renal function and the HALT PKD Study B for patients

with significant renal insufficiency mean that older patients

with preserved renal function (and young patients with early

decline in renal function) are under-represented in our pop-

ulations (Figure 1A).16–20 Although a wholly representative

population may have more patients with PKD2 and more

PKD1 patients with MSG3, the phenotypic diversity of this

population has revealed strong genotype-phenotype correla-

tions, although at present, they are not precise enough to in-

form the outcome of a specific patient.

Sex is shown to be significant by both functional (eGFR)

and structural (htTKV) measures of renal disease in both the

total population and thePKD1 andPKD2 (eGFR) populations,

with men having more severe disease. This has been a

controversial subject in ADPKD but is consistent, with more

ADPKDmen thanwomen reaching ESRD and earlier ESRD in

the Genkyst Study PKD1 population.5,6,10,11,25,26 A strong sex

difference was found in the PKD2 population, consistent with

an older study, and the early end points assayed here may be

sensitive to detect this difference.27 TKVand eGFRmay not be

ideal measures to compare men with women, but because our

data included sex correction factors in the Chronic Kidney

Disease Epidemiology Collaboration (CKD-EPI) equation

and TKV correction by height to account for men having

larger kidneys, it suggests that these results likely reflect real

sex differences.22,27 The greater liver cyst burden in women is

known,28 but we have shown that this is only significant in the

larger PKD1 population.

Thewell known genic difference described as age at ESRD is

reflected in our population for the first time by eGFR

measurements. Our data show clear (although overlapping)

differences between the PKD1 and PKD2 populations. The

strong relationship between eGFR and htTKV22 and the dis-

criminatory value of the residual plot when looking at PKD1

and PKD2 populations are shown by the enrichment of pa-

tients with PKD2 in the mild quadrant. The analysis of ex-

tremes shows an overwhelming enrichment for PKD1 in the

most severe decile with both disease measures but more even

representation in the mildest decile, although patients with

PKD1 are approximately five times more common than pa-

tients with PKD2. Nevertheless, the finding of a significant

proportion of patients with PKD1 in the mildest deciles hints

at the significance of PKD1 allelic effects (see below). In addi-

tion, the residual analysis suggests that there is a proportion of

patients with smaller than average kidneys but lower than

average eGFR. This indicates that larger than average htTKVs

alone may not detect all patients with lower than average

eGFR, although study of a population with significant renal

insufficiency and additional analysis of this population are re-

quired before firm conclusions can be drawn.

Interesting new information is described about the ap-

proximately 8.5% of patients with NMD, a percentage similar

to that of other analyses of large ADPKD populations.3,4 By

both eGFR and htTKV, the patients with NMD behaved like

patients with PKD2. This population no doubt reflects a het-

erogeneous etiology, but our data suggest that these patients

cannot be explained predominantly by missed fully inactivat-

ing mutations at the complex PKD1 locus.29 Although they

may represent missed conventional PKD2mutations, it seems

more likely that hypomorphic PKD1 variants not meeting the

defined pathogenic threshold, mosaics, and other atypical

mutations explain these patients. However, an additional

gene associated with mild disease cannot be ruled out.30,31

Previous studies suggested that the position of the PKD1

mutation was associated with the severity of renal disease (59

was more severe), although that was not confirmed in a recent

larger study.6,10 Our eGFR and TKV data also do not show a

significant difference related to the position of themutation in

PKD1 (59 versus 39 of the midpoint). Given the size of the two

studies with negative position data using three different phe-

notypic end points, it seems unlikely that straightforward

PKD1 mutation location effects strongly influence the renal

phenotype.

We show here, consistent with the renal survival informa-

tion from the Genkyst Study6 but using eGFR as the pheno-

typic measure, that some PKD1 nontruncating mutations are

hypomorphic. The mutation groups classed as nontruncating

(missense and in-frame indels) have milder disease than the

three truncating classes (frameshifting indels, nonsense, and

splicing), which is also reflected when these two entire groups

are compared. Interestingly, although htTKV is considered a

better measure of disease severity early in the disease,22 there

was not a significant difference between truncating and non-

truncating populations with this outcome measure. This is

likely partially because the htTKV population was much

smaller (n=663 versus n=1119) and included more patients

in early disease stage (Table 1). However, even analysis of the

smaller htTKV population by eGFR showed a significant dif-

ference between the truncating and nontruncating groups

(Supplemental Figure 5), indicating that genetic influences

on eGFR and htTKV may differ, perhaps reflecting the differ-

ent functional and structural features measured. This is not

that surprising, because other factors not reflected in renal

volume, such as fibrosis, likely play a role in loss of renal func-

tion.32

To estimate penetrance information from the PKD1 non-

truncating population, we subdivided these patients on the

basis of bioinformatics criteria and showed that mutations

weakly predicted to be pathogenic (MSG3) behaved differ-

ently from the strongly predicted group (MSG2) and truncat-

ing changes (MSG1) by both eGFR and htTKV analysis. This

shows that bioinformatics mutation assessment can be of
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value for predicting outcomes at the population level and is

emphasized by the distribution of theMSG3 population by the

residual and extreme decile analyses. However, this classifica-

tion was not perfect, with three and nine patients classified as

MSG3 in the most severe htTKV and eGFR deciles, respec-

tively, whereas 21 and eight patients classified asMSG2were in

the mildest deciles for these two outcomes, respectively. Anal-

yses of this correlative data, family studies, data from recurrent

mutations, and in vitro studies of the PKD1 protein33–35 will

enable the classification method to be further refined, increas-

ing its prognostic value.

Analyses of genic, PKD1 allelic, and sex data with the same

end points mean that we can estimate the relative contribution

of each to the renal phenotype. Using themore complete eGFR

data, we can see that gene type is most important followed by

the allelic effects (comparing MSG3 with MSG1) and the sex

influence.

Despite the importance of PKD1 allelic effects, the trun-

cating PKD1 group is still the largest in the mildest eGFR and

htTKV deciles. Some of these patients may be mosaics or have

other incompletely penetrant mutations, but it is clear that

other factors influence renal disease severity.This is also seenby

the spread of values of patients of the same age within allelic

groups whether measured by eGFR or htTKV. Calculation of

ICCvalues shows that, beyond the sex anddisease gene–related

variables analyzed here, htTKV has greater inter- compared

with intrafamilial variability, suggesting that it is influenced by

other genetic variants and environmental factors shared

within the family. For instance, the htTKV ICC of 0.46 found

in the total population after correcting for genic effects indi-

cates that the intrafamilial correlation is responsible for 46%

of the unexplained variability in htTKV. Because eGFR ICC

values did not significantly differ between inter- and intrafa-

milial populations, in this case, genetic and environmental

factors seem to have less influence, perhaps partially reflecting

that eGFR is not a precise disease measure early in the disease.

Identifying genetic modifiers by genome–wide association

studies and sequencing approaches will add additional value

as genetic biomarkers in ADPKD.

CONCISE METHODS

The Study Population
The study participants consisted of all patients recruited into the

HALT PKD Trial or the CRISP Study who signed a consent allowing

genetic studies and provided a DNA sample. Institutional review

boards at the recruitment sites for these studies (Emory University

School of Medicine, Kansas University Medical Center, Mayo Clinic,

University of Alabama, Birmingham, University of Colorado Health

Sciences Center, Tufts Medical Center, Cleveland Clinic, and Beth

Israel Deaconess Medical Center) approved the study. Details of the

phenotypic data collected as part of these studies are described

elsewhere and summarized in Table 1 with baseline HALT PKD Trial

and CRISP Study data used here.16,18 The phenotypic end points

used were eGFR calculated from the serum creatinine measurement us-

ing the CKD-EPI equation and expressed as milliliters per minute per

1.73 m227 and TKV and liver cyst volume determined by analysis of

magnetic resonance images using the stereology method and corrected by

height (htTKV/htLCV) to better allow comparison of men and women.22

Mutation Analyses and Categorization of Variants
Details of mutation screening of the CRISP Study cohort have been

described,3 and complete mutation details of the HALT PKD Trial popu-

lation will be described separately (C.M. Heyer and P.C. Harris, unpub-

lished data). The screening protocol for the HALT PKD Trial population

was similar to previous descriptions,3 with the entire coding regions of

PKD1 and PKD2 plus flanking intronic regions (650 bp) screened by

Sanger sequencing. Patients with no clear pathogenic mutation detected

after Sanger sequencing were screened for gross rearrangements using

multiplex ligation-dependent probe amplification.36

Mutations were defined as truncating (MSG1; frameshifting

indels, nonsensemutations, canonical splicing changes, and in-frame

indels$5 amino acids) or nontruncating (missense, in-frame indels

#4 amino acids and noncanonical splicing events). PKD1 nontrun-

cating mutations were further defined as strongly predicted (MSG2)

and less strongly predicted (MSG3) using criteria similar to those

previously described to obtain a substitution score (SS).3 Details of

the PKD1 nontruncatingmutations and their classification are shown

in Supplemental Table 2, and a brief description of the algorithm is

described. For substitutions and small in–frame indels, a multise-

quence alignment of orthologs consisting of human, dog, rat, mouse,

opossum, chicken, frog (Xenopus tropicalis), and the consensus of

three fish species (Fugu rubripes, Danio rerio [pkd1a], and Tetraodon

nigroviridis) was used to determine the GV, and a matrix comparing

the GVandGranthamDifference was used to generate scores from+8

to 28. On this scale, the extremes represent highly nonconservative

substitutions at invariant sites in orthologs to conservative substitu-

tions at nonconserved sites in orthologs, respectively.3 In the case of

indels, the loss/gain of an amino acid was considered as a highly

nonconservative change and assessed per amino acid. Other factors

considered were conservation in recognized domains (LRR and

flanks, WSC, PKD repeats, C-type lectin, GAIN and GPS, PLAT,

and G Protein Peptide Activating Sequence) and homology with

PC1 and PC2 paralogs and related sea urchin REJ proteins in other

homologous regions (REJ, PC-A, PC-B, and the transmembrane and

loop areas) with scores from +6 (invariant) to 0 (no conservation)

(Supplemental Table 2). Other factors considered were described

substitution of the residue to another amino acid change (+1 per

recurrent example) and predicted changes in structure (insertions

and deletion of amino acids because of indels, signal peptide, trans-

membrane, and coiled coil) plus cysteine introductions in extracel-

lular regions and proline substitutions in a-helical regions with

scores of +6 (strongly predicted disrupted) to 0 (no predicted dis-

ruption) per amino acid. Patients with an MSG score of $+8 were

defined as MSG2, and those with lower scores but reaching a patho-

genic threshold were defined as MSG3 (Supplemental Table 2).

Atypical splicing changes were scored using the BGDP Splice Site

Prediction by Neural Network website (http://www.fruitfly.org/seq_

tools/splice.html) and assigned scores from +10 to 0 on the basis of
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the predicted variation from the wild type. Splicing scores of approxi-

mately +7 to +10 (MSG2) usually resulted in a BGDP.60% reduction

in the predicted wild–type splice site, a .60% strength increase of a

cryptic splice site, or a new splice site that scored greater than or equal to

the wild-type site, whereas splicing scores from +4 to +7 (MSG3) usu-

ally had a BGDP score variation of 60%–30%.

Patients with complex cases, including those who were mosaic,

digenic, or diallelic, were excluded from the analysis population, and

details will be described elsewhere (C.M. Heyer and P.C. Harris, un-

published data).

Statistical Analyses
Renal function (eGFR) and a structural measure of the kidney

(htTKV)were the primaryoutcomes.We investigated the relationship

between these outcomes and sex, gene type (PKD1, PKD2, or NMD),

mutation type (truncating or nontruncating), mutation position (59

or 39 of the midpoint in the gene), and PKD1 mutation strength

(MSG1–MSG3). For the genetic studies, linear regression models

were fitted with each of the outcomes as a function of age, sex, and

the predictor of interest, whereas for sex analysis, the genotype was

substituted for sex. To graphically summarize the results, each of the

primary outcomes was plotted against age, with adjusted parallel re-

gression lines corresponding to the predictor of interest (i.e., PKD1,

PKD2, and NMD). To assess the relationship between eGFR and

htTKV, age- and sex-corrected residuals were calculated for each out-

come and plotted against each other. Furthermore, the resulting fig-

ures were split into quadrants (defined by the zero [mean] values),

and predictors of interest were described within each. Chi-squared

tests were used to assess the significance of these relationships. Fi-

nally, the age- and sex-corrected residuals were ordered, and cut

points for the 10th and 90th percentiles were determined. The pre-

dictors of interest were described within each of these extreme

groups. For each of the models mentioned above, we reanalyzed

them after accounting for possible interfamilial variability. We used

linearmixedmodels with random effects for family identification and

calculated ICCs. In total, 143 families were multiplex, including 118

with two participants, 20 with three participants, four with four par-

ticipants, and one with five participants.
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